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Abstract
The results of recent experiments and simulation for ultracold plasmas are
related to the criterion of the thermodynamic stability. Different approaches
for the equation of state of strongly coupled plasmas are used: second virial
coefficient, electrolyte-like and van der Waals-like approximations. Three areas
of ultracold plasma parameters are distinguished: thermodynamically stable,
labile and metastable.

PACS numbers: 52.27.Gr, 64.60.My, 71.10.Hf

1. Introduction

Recent experiments [1–4] opened a new regime of ultracold neutral plasmas with temperatures
as low as 1 K. The experiments have so far used xenon [1–4] and strontium [4]. Moderately
low temperatures about 102 K were obtained experimentally for caesium in [5] for the plasma
state and in [6, 7] for so-called Rydberg matter [8–12], which in fact was closely related to the
ultracold neutral plasmas. Several recent papers addressed simulation and theory of ultracold
neutral plasmas [13–18] and Rydberg matter [19, 20].

Plasma parameters achieved in the experiments [1–7] and simulated in [13–15, 19] had
included the area where the number ND of electrons in the Debye sphere became less than unity.
It meant that the plasmas were nonideal (strongly coupled). However the plasmas remained
non-degenerate. Nonideal non-degenerate plasmas should have been analysed with respect to
the thermodynamic stability. The concept of thermodynamical instability of nonideal plasmas
was developed in [21, 22]. According to that idea, the instability could occur as a result of the
competition between the classical long-range Coulomb attraction of charges (the attraction
prevails with respect to the Coulomb repulsion) and their quantum repulsion at small distances.
The situation was quite similar to the van der Waals equation, for which the thermodynamical
instability could occur as a result of the competition between the long-range attraction of
molecules and their short-range repulsion.

If one extrapolated the approach [21, 22] to ultracold neutral plasmas the thermodynamic
instability would have been discovered for some parameters studied. However the possibility of
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Figure 1. T–ne diagram. Theoretical estimates: 1—π1/2γ 3/2 = 2, 2a—(3), 2b—(7), 2c—(9),
3—border of degeneracy, 4—ND = 1, 5—the conditional right border of the metastability area
for τ = 1 s. Experimental points: 6—[6, 7], 7—[1], 8—[2], 9—[5]. Simulation: 10—[13], 11—
[14, 15].

the loss of thermodynamic stability when one proceeded to nonideal non-degenerate ultracold
neutral plasmas was not taken into account in the discussions of experiment, theory and
simulation results in [1–5, 13–19]. The problem is considered in the present communication.

2. T–ne diagram

Lines 1 and 2 are two of the most principal lines in figure 1. The areas of stable and/or
metastable states of nonideal plasma are bounded by the condition of thermodynamic stability,
or the line (∂P/∂V )T = 0, where P is the pressure, V is the volume [21, 22]. In fact there are
two such lines in figure 1: line 1 where plasma loses thermodynamic stability, (∂P/∂V )T > 0
below line 1, and line 2, where nonideal plasma has its thermodynamic stability restored,
(∂P/∂V )T < 0 below line 2. The value of nonideality parameter γ = e2(2ne)

1/3/kTe ≈ 1
on line 1. The condition γ � 1 corresponds to the loss of thermodynamic stability below the
critical temperature Tc in almost all the approaches for plasma thermodynamics [22–24]. The
opinions are much more diverse concerning the restoration of the thermodynamic stability due
to quantum repulsion [22–24]. So the position of line 2 is more uncertain than that of line 1.
To illustrate the possible scatter of line 2 position and Tc estimations we use three approaches
(lines 2a, 2b and 2c in figure 1).

2.1. Virial expansion

The expansion for plasmas is obtained in [25]. F1 = F0 −�F1 for the free energy of electrons
and single-charged ions, where F0 is the free energy of ideal gas, and the virial contribution is

�F1 = FDH(1 − 0.75Cλκ) (1)

where FDH = (2/3)π1/2e3N3/2(kBT V )−1/2 is the Debye–Hückel free energy of a classical
system of charged particles, N = 2Ne—the number of electrons and ions in the volume
V,Ne = neV , λ = h(3kBT m)−1/2—the de Broglie electron thermal wavelength, κ—the
inverse Debye radius, C ≈ 0.1. The term 0.75Cλκ takes into account the quantum repulsion
between charges. The multiplier 1 − 0.75Cλκ reduces the effective attraction which is given
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by FDH. The authors of [22] obtained from (1) the expression for the dimensionless excess
chemical potential φ of electrons and ions

φ(ni, T ) = 2π1/2γ 3/2(1 − Cλκ). (2)

Equation (1) is obtained for weakly nonideal plasmas, i.e. in the limit γ � 1, λκ � 1. It is
applied for the nonideal region in [22]. The approach is extended to low temperatures here.
The equation (∂P/∂V )T = −(∂2F/∂V 2)T = 0 results in the implicit function T (ne)

π1/2γ 3/2(1 − 2Cλκ) = 2 (3)

which distinguishes between thermodynamically stable and labile areas. One can say that (3)
is a spinodal equation. It has asymptotic γ ≈ 1 (line 1) and λκ = (2C)−1 (line 2a). Both
asymptotics join smoothly in the region of Tc = 2660 K. This value of Tc follows from both
(1) and (2).

2.2. Padé-approximation

The virial expansion, which is similar to (1), is well known in the Debye–Hückel electrolyte
theory for charged hard spheres with the diameter a as well. The corresponding expression
for the excess chemical potential of the charges of the species i is given by the expression
µi

ex = −(e2κ/2kT )(1 − aκ). The guess is that the virial expansion overestimates repulsion
at extrapolating to strong electrolyte, substitute the term (1 − x) by (1 + x)−1 and use the
approximation; see e.g. [24]

µi
ex = −(e2κ/2kT )(1 + aκ)−1. (4)

The approximation

φ(ni, T ) = 2π1/2γ 3/2(1 + Cλκ)−1 (5)

is introduced in [22] for nonideal plasma instead of (2) by analogy with (4). Cλ is an effective
repulsion diameter. The authors of [22] obtained Tc = 10 640 K from (5).

Both equations (4) and (5) are Padé-approximations, which are considered to be more
reliable for the extrapolation to the nonideal area; diverse Padé-approximations were used
in the nonideal plasma theory; see e.g. [23, 24] and references therein. The improved virial
expansions were developed. Different other approximations were introduced later on; the Tc

value range considered is now closer to 104 K; see e.g. [23, 24] and references therein. The
value Tc ≈ 12 570 K is given in [24].

The equilibrium nonideal plasma is treated in [21, 22]. The values of φ describe the
ionization equilibrium between electrons, ions and atoms in this case. In this paper, we
consider nonideal plasma which is not in equilibrium with respect to ionization. So we
introduce the Padé-approximation directly for the free energy of electrons and single-charged
ions

�F2 = FDH(1 + 0.75Cλκ)−1. (6)

Equations (1) and (6) coincide with each other when γ � 1, λκ � 1. The equation
(∂2F/∂V 2)T = 0 for (6) results in the spinodal equation

π1/2γ 3/2(1 + 0.25Cλκ) = 2(1 + 0.75Cλκ)3. (7)

It has the same asymptotic γ ≈ 1 (line 1) as (3) and a different one a0κ = (18π2C2)−1

(line 2b), where a0 is the Bohr radius. Both asymptotics join smoothly in the region of Tc =
8290 K.
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2.3. van der Waals-like equation

One can rewrite (6) as F1 = F0 + 0.75CλκFDH − FDH, use direct correspondence with the
equation F1 = F0 + (N2/V )(bT − a) and by means of the same procedure as in the van der
Waals derivation obtain one more equation of state of nonideal plasma

(P + PDH)(V − NbDH) = NkBT (8)

where PDH = (1/3)π1/2e3(N/V )3/2(kBT )−1/2 is the Debye–Hückel pressure modulo a
classical system of charged particles, excluded volume bDH = πÑλe4(kBT )−2. The spinodal
equation (∂P/∂V )T = 0 which follows from (8) is

π1/2γ 3/2(1 − 2−1π1/2γ 3/2Cλκ)2 = 2 (9)

and gives the same first asymptotic γ ≈ 1 (line 1) and one more variant for the second one
π1/2γ 3/2Cλκ = 2 (line 2c). Smooth joining of lines 1 and 2c takes place at Tc about 103 K.
The effective repulsion for (9) becomes apparent for the least electron number densities with
respect to lines 2a and 2b. The mutual position of curves 2a and 2c corresponds to the idea of
the van der Waals derivation.

Line 3 presents a border of degeneracy π3/2h̄3ne/[4(mkT )3/2] = 1. It is well known
that the electron degeneracy provides the thermodynamic stability of electron–ion systems.
However it was noticed in 1968 [21] that the thermodynamic stability of nonideal plasmas
could be provided by the pair quantum effects in the interaction between free charges. The
latter factor is stronger than degeneracy in the ne range considered since line 2a is remarkably
higher than line 3. So if one includes degeneracy in the Padé-approximation or van der
Waals-like equation in the same way as λκ repulsion, it does not influence line 2b or 2c.

For both (1) and (6) and (8) the condition γ ≈ 1 (π1/2γ 3/2 = 2) corresponds to the
change of sign of (∂P/∂V )T , i.e. to the loss of the thermodynamic stability at temperatures
remarkably less than Tc. Line 1 bounds from below the area of stability for (1), (6) and (8).
As to the scatter between lines 2a, 2b and 2c, it points to the necessity to get some reference
points to choose the extrapolation procedure. At the same time lines 2a, 2b and 2c have one
and the same common feature: the positive slope of T (ne) functions. The reason is that the
effective repulsion radius decreases with temperature decrease for all three approximations.

Moreover, independently of approximations used, there are three areas in figure 1. Plasma
is ideal or weakly nonideal and thermodynamically stable in area I above line 1 where
(∂P/∂V )T < 0. Recombination takes place in area I. Area I is slightly shadowed. Plasma
is thermodynamically labile (absolutely unstable) in area II between lines 1 and 2 where
(∂P/∂V )T > 0. The condition of thermodynamic stability (∂P/∂V )T < 0 is again valid in
the shadowed area III below line 2. The whole metastability region III obtained mainly
corresponds to non-degenerate nonideal plasma, where the formally calculated Debye number
is remarkably less than 1.

2.4. Rydberg matter at T = 0

According to [20] the area of the metastable states is bounded at high densities by losing
stability due to radiative and/or Auger recombination. Alternatively one can speak about the
dependence of the lifetime τ on the number density ne. The function τ(ne) is calculated
in [20] for T = 0. It is a steep one. We choose the value ne = 1.5 × 1018 cm−3

which corresponds to the lifetime t = 1 s as a conditional right border of the metastability
area (vertical line 5). For comparison the border of the shadow in figure 1 is extended to the
value of ne = 4 × 1018 cm−3, which corresponds to the lifetime τ = 10−3 s. One can see that
the shift with respect to the vertical 5 is not an important one.
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The states to the left of the vertical 5 correspond to the principal quantum numbers greater
than 10. Such highly excited states are mostly hydrogen-like. So one can expect that the
diagram presented in figure 1 does not depend remarkably on the chemical species.

The metastability in III is of double nature: with respect to (a) radiation and Auger
processes and (b) homogeneous nucleation. The conventional heterogeneous nucleation is not
the case since the metastable region is an isolated one and the isotherms do not pass smoothly
from the metastable states to any stable state [29, 30]. The metastability with respect to
collisional recombination is treated in [29].

3. Discussion of experimental data

3.1. Thermodynamically labile plasmas

Several attempts were undertaken to study plasma states in area II experimentally [1] and by
simulation [13–15]—points 7, 11 and 12 in figure 1. The placement of the results [1, 13–15]
in figure 1 is not an unambiguous procedure. The fact is that the authors of [1] used femtolaser
excitation of an ultracold gas and generated collective ultracold nonequilibrium plasma clouds
with ne about 2 × 109 cm−3 and temperatures as low as Te = 100 mK for electrons and Ti =
10 µK for ions were reported in [1]. The electron state created in [1] is presented in figure 1
by the filled circle 7. The work [1] initiated molecular-dynamics simulation [13–15]. Plasma
models are different in [13] and [14, 15] with respect to the effective electron–ion short-range
interaction, the authors of [13] use absolute and [14, 15] reduced variables. However the
results are almost identical: initial rapid (almost not resolved) heating to the state with the
value of γ about unity and then a molecular-dynamics run with a stationary γ or electron
temperature. The authors of [4] apply the result to interpret the observation of [1] as well.

The authors of [13–15] are not aware of the absolute instability of plasma states in
II and attribute the initial rapid heating completely to the effect of transformation of the
potential energy of charged particles into their kinetic energy and buildup of the electron–ion
correlations (disorder-induced heating, DIH). It is noticed in [14, 15] that the potential and
kinetic energies of charged particles are not in equilibrium with each other in state 7, since
the initial coordinates of particles are random as in ideal gas. The DIH is a well-known initial
process in molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo simulation [26] and is certainly the case in
both simulation [13–15] and experiment [1].

Now the question of relaxation times of the ultracold plasmas is discussed, whether the
time of DIH is long enough (a) for plasma to reach a partial thermodynamic equilibrium and
(b) for the criterion of thermodynamic instability to be applied. The DIH time takes one–two
plasma oscillations [13–15]. On the other hand, the buildup of electron temperature and
electron distribution close to the Maxwell one takes only one tenth of a plasma oscillation
[27, 28], i.e. much less than the DIH time. So the electron equation of state arises practically
from the very beginning of the DIH. Therefore the thermodynamic instability should manifest
itself at the same time.

Taking into account the remoteness of points 7, 10 and 11 from line 1, one can suggest that
distinction of Te from Ti does influence the very fact of the thermodynamic instability though
the value of (∂P/∂V )T might change with respect to the case Te = Ti. So we think that the
relaxation of the initial states 7, 10 and 11 to the region γ ≈ 1 is started by the DIH and then
accelerated remarkably by the spinodal decomposition due to the absolute thermodynamic
instability resulting in the rapid plasma heating in both [13–15] and [1]. Attention is drawn to
the fact that the relaxation processes starting from points 7, 10 and 11 come to an end in the
region of the line γ ≈ 1 where the thermodynamic stability is restored.
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The molecular-dynamics simulation of the transformation of potential energy into heating
of electrons and ions is carried out in [27, 28] as well. The DIH is observed but the plasma
states which are simulated correspond to the thermodynamically stable plasmas. Contrary to
[13–15] it is possible to obtain different values of γ larger than unity after the relaxation. The
relaxation time is remarkably longer than that in [13–15].

3.2. Thermodynamically stable plasmas

The authors [1] extend their measurements outside the area of the absolute instability above
area II in experiments [2, 3]. The results are presented by open triangles 8 in figure 1. All
points 8 are on area I. There is no indication of the rapid heating in [2, 3] though initial
coordinates of particles are random and not correlated as in [1]. It means that unavoidable
DIH does not manifest itself at once if there is no ground for a spinodal decomposition

Xenon plasma is studied in [2, 3]. The open square 9 designates the extreme parameters
achieved in [5] for caesium plasma. The authors could not condense Rydberg atoms. They
conclude that it is necessary either to increase the density by two orders of magnitude or to
lower the temperature to 1 K. It would correspond to border 2.

Line 4 in figure 1 corresponds to the unit value of the Debye number ND. The number of
particles in the Debye sphere is less than unity below line 4. One can expect some precursor
effects of the plasma nonideality in the border region between lines 1 and 4. Points 8 and 9
are interesting for that reason since there is a problem in estimation of relaxation times for
ND < 1 [27, 28].

3.3. Thermodynamically metastable plasmas

Square 6 points to the final state of condensed and cooled caesium microclusters [6, 7] with
diameter about 0.5 mm and gas-like density of 1018 cm−3. The arrow shows schematically
the formation path of microclusters. Note that the stationary states [1] arise as a result
of spontaneous internal heating while the microclusters [6, 7] are obtained by means of
external forced cooling by liquid nitrogen. The authenticity of the results [6–10] is checked in
experiments [12]. Both the existence of stationary microclusters, as well as non-equilibrium
states of them are verified by the series of experiments where laser generations are observed
from the microclusters [11].

The lifetime of the microclusters is equal to seconds before their radiative deexcitation.
This is much longer than the time of establishing equilibrium over any of the internal degrees
of freedom. One can thus introduce the notions of temperature, pressure and specific volume,
i.e., standard thermodynamic parameters to describe the state of the microclusters. Since
the energy is not deposited in the microclusters after their formation during the period of
observation, the microcluster state can be related to the metastable states that are considered in
thermodynamics. Thus the placement of point 6 in figure 1 is thermodynamically completely
correct. Point 6 hits the border region of area III , where the thermodynamic stability is
restored according to prediction [21, 22]. Hensel told me at SCCS 2005 that he and his
colleagues had observed another state which could be placed in area III near border 2.

Conclusions

The area of metastability limited by lines 2 and 5 does not contradict the experimental data
available [6, 7]. Strongly-coupled non-degenerate electron condensed states are observed
in the experiments [6, 7]. The possibility of the existence of thermodynamically labile and
metastable states of nonideal plasmas was predicted in the late 1960s [21, 22]. It is shown
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that the results of recent experiments and simulation might point to the confirmation of the
prediction.
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